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A two-dimensional finite-difference numerical technique
is presented to determine the temperature distribution of an
internal cooled blade of radial turbine guide canes.
A simple cor_vection cooling is assumed inside the guide
vane blade. Such cooling has relatively small cooling effect^ve-
ness at the leading edge and at the trailing edge. Feat
	 ,.
transfer augmentation in these critical areas may be achieved
by using impingement jets and film cooling.






In a turbomachzne, performance benefits could be
achieved with high turbine inlet temperature and high pressure
ratio. Efficient expansion from a high pressure requires more
than one axial turbine, of which the first one may become
exceedingly sma.11. Large tip clearance, thick trailing edge
and secpndary lasses in sl:.ch small turbines tend to offset
the advantages of high inlet temperatures. On the other hand,
the small radial turbine has demonstrated an excellent per-
formance at high stage loadings. The power output of a gas
turbine is directly proportional to the inlet temperature
of the combustion gases. Certainly, higher inlet temperatures
are desired in order to acrieve higher output. In recognition
of this, researchers have devoted considerable efforts to the
develop*_nent of higher temperature blade materials and
efficient methods of cooling.
Radial turbine rotor cooling is accomplished by using
cooling air passages through each rotor blade. The cool^_r_g air
is then exhausted at the blade suction surface. The guide vane
blades are internally cooled by streams of cooling air rahich
ai^ei 11G1"viilg CoviCd '^it^C vcinCS ].5 e^eCt^d in to tilt pilTiary
gas stream. In general, the different cooling techniques used
for axial flow turbines, could be applied as well for radial
turbines. For modest increases in turbine inlet temperature,
simple convection cooled blades may be used. As further
increases in the temperatures are required, the engine designer
must use impingement cooling and film cooling techniques. Very
high cycle temperature requires consideration of transpiration
cooled blades.
Oxidation and thermal creep are forms cf failure in turbines
with high inlet temperatures. The guide vanes are more exposed
to failure by Local oxidation than creep and Bence are highly
influenced by local hot spots. Such areas are usually localized
at the leading and trailing edges. A theoretical method for
estimating the temperature distribution inside the cooled guide
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GUIDE VANE COOLING
A radial guide vane does not usually experience a high
spanwise temperature gradi^::^t at its inlet. In addition, the
heat conducted to the two guide vane back plates is also 	 ^'
negligible. Therefore, a two dimensional solution for the
temperature distribution is acceptable.
The isothermz.l lines in an uncooled radial guide vane blade
are shown in Figure 1 {taker_ from Ref. 1). In the vicinity of
the leading edge, the material temperature is very close to the
	 _
gas temperature. The blade temperature drops toward the trailing
edge. The high temperature at the leading edge region is the
result of the high heat transfer coefficient near the stagnation
point.
The convection cooling requirements can be determined by
considering the blades as heat exchangers and evaluating the
heat capacity of the cooling air flow through the vanes. Such
analysis will require the solution of the heat conduction
equation within, the material combined with the heat balance
equation for the cooling air.
vii%ai;:irg salutions for t_he heat conduction equation pose
some difficulties due to the irregular shape of the vane blade
boundary, and the variations in the temperature and the heat
transfer caefficier_t around the surface. Due to the above
circumstances, it is necessary to resort to a nurierical
solution. A finite difference technicrue similar to Reference 1
will be used. Modification to account for the cooling passage
has been iZtroduced.
Convective heat transfer coefficient on both tiie i.itiei al3d	 ,
the outer sides of the blade surface can be estimated 	 ^
theoretically as follows:
Hot gas Hide heat transfer coefficient (outside the blade};
The heat transfer coefficient could be obtained from the
boundary layer characteristics around she guide vane blade. The
boundary layer solution is obtained by using the computer program
written by Herring and Mellor (Ref. 2). The velocity distri-
bution needed for the baundary layer calculations is determined




that the amount of heat transfered to the coolant from the hot
gases will not affect the flow behavior around the blade. The
heat transfer coefficient is then determined using the Reynolds
analogy. Figures 2, 3 and 4 show respectively the gas velocity,
temperature and heat transfer coefficient distribution on the
outside surface of the guide var_e blade.
Cooling side heat transfer coefficient (inside the vane):
The cooling air passes usually through a.^cial hole passages
of constant area, large enough to ensure turbulent glow. Thus
the heat tranWfar coefficient for simple convection cooling could
be estimated from the cc,nventioral formula given in Reference 4,
T 0. ^^








Ts is the material temperature on the cooling side surface
D is the hydraulic diameter of the cooling passage.
For other patterns of cooling the heat transfer correlation
for flow between plates could be usr^d, which is given as:
Nu = 0.014 Re0.$1
If impingement cooling is used, the semi empirical correlation,
given in Reference 5 could be used to determine the convective
heat transfer coefficient.
GOVERNING EQUATIONS AD1D FINITE DIFFERENCES
In the rectangular coordinate system, the differential
equation governing the steady state two dimensional temperature
distri^stion is given by
ax (k ax) + aY (k ^Y) = 0	 (1)
In the above equation it is assumed that there is no heat






result by assuming constant thermal conductivity, corresponding
to the vane blade average temperature. Consequently, the heat
equation could be reduced to:
a^T	 a2T
--^-^- + --^ = o
ax	 aY
The heat balance equation written at a point or. the outside
surface is:	 J
k an = hg (Tg - T s )	 (3)
where n is the normal to the blade surf ace at the point under
consideration.
The heat balance equation at the blade inner surface is
given by
k an = hc (Tc - Ts }
	
(4)
Equation (2) is an elliptic equation, the boundary conditions are
given by Equations {3) and {4}. Each boundary condition relates 	 ^
the temperature gradient normal to the surface to the local
s'arf,'.ce temperature. Such boundary conditions are of the
Fourier type, relating the ioca.l heat transfer to the temperature
i
cn the boundary.	 ^
To solve equation (2}, one has to use either finite difference 	 t
or finite element technique. In this study the first approach
is used to obtain the solution. For any grid point P, as shown
in Fiaure 5, the partial differential equation (2}. can be written
in the finite difference form in terms of the temperatures at the
.i
points A, B, C, D and r. The points A a:^d ^ are lccat?d at
k
E 1 , E Z fractions of DX, while the points B and D are located at 	 ^
d l and S 2 fractions of DY from the mesh point P_ For equally
spaced grid points, the factors e l , e 2 , 8 1 and c 2 will be equal
to 1.0. The finite difference equation is gitren by: 	 ^
(2)
5
DX (E 1 + E 2 )	 e],	 i^^ E l 	 E2	 E2
T.	 T.
DY ( 8 1 + S2)	 sl	 1^J s l 	s 2 	 ^2
which could be written in a more convenient form as:
Ti	 - E {El-E'+E	 + E iI E ++E	 + ( DY )2 I d l ^B ^8	 + dl^d++S ]}




__ r 1	 1 DX	 1E	
LE	 e	 (DY)	 8	 d ]1 2	 1 2
The above equations are second order accurate when d l = 8 2 and
E l = E2.
At the blade boundary points, such as the point D shown in
Figure b, the corvect:ive boundary condition given by Equation (3)
or (4) could be written in the following finite difference form:
8T _ TD TN _ hg,c
8n	 DN	 - k	 (Tg,c -- TD )	 (8)
i.e.
h	 DNg,c
(1 + ^'^ DN]
where
^^	 TD	 is the material temperature at the inner or outer
^,^	 surface point D;
TN	 is the material temperature at thb interior point N;
and g,c are subscripts for gas or cooling flow.
Solution cf Equation (6} along with Equation (9) using
suitable iteration technique would give the temperature





The details of the input to the computer program are given
in Appendix A. Initially, the temperature matrix T is set to
any conveniently chosen temperature. The iteration then proceeds
using the Gauss-Seidel method. Temperatures at the interior
prints are calculated by subroutine "MESH", while boundary pcint
temperatures are calculated in the main program. Referring to
Figure 7, the calculation of the boundary temperatures proceed
for each of the I lines and then in a similar manner for each
of the s lines. The iteration process is repeated until the sum
of the squares difference between two successive iterations is




	 TN is the temperature after the N iteration;
TN- ^ is the temperature after the	 (N-1)	 iteration;
and	 E is the prescribed error limit.
The process of convergence could be accelerated by using
an over-relaxation factor, m, in the following formula:
TN = w T
N ' + (l ^' ^}TN- 1 	 (11)
Where TN_1 is the temperature after (N-1) iterations;
TN T
	is the temperature computed after N iterations;
w	 is the over-relaxation factor;
TN
	is the temperature used for the (N+l) iteration.
The optimum over-relaxation factor is determined from different
trials. Figure 8 gives the variation in the number of iterations,
needed for certain convergence limit, with the relaxation factor.
The number of iterations is significantly reduced from 440 at
^ = 1.0 to about 140 for cu = 1.6.
After the final. iteration, all the temperatures at the grid




The computer program could be used for simple internal
cooling. It can also be used for internal cooling with jet
impingement. For film coaling, the program cal: be us,ad after
some modifications to include the dimensions and configuration
of the injection slots.
RFSUI,TS AND UTSCUSSION
The turbine blade and the grid network used in these
.	 calculations are showr. in Figure 7. The blade inner and
outer boundary surface coordinates and its material properties
are given in Table I.
The velocity, temperature and hear transfer coefficient
distribution on the outer surface are shown in Figures 2, 3
and 4 respectively. The heat transfer coefficient on the inner
surface was determined for cooling air to hot gas mass flow
ratio of two percent. These different data are used as input
to the computer program to calculate the blade material
•	 temperature distribution. Tt^e program is listed in Appendix C
and is written in FORTRAN IV for an IBM 370/165 computer.
A sample output of the progra^-n is given in Appendix B.
The coordinates of the boundary points through which a least
square parabolic curve is fitted are printed in the output.
This serves as a check on the program input parameters. The
mean square average error is also printed for every iteration,
making it possible to monitor tYie convergence process. After
the final iteration, the internal grid temperatures and the
,.	 surface temperatures are printed as well as the isothermal
r
lines coordinates.




cent^at cooling passages are shown in Figure 9. T'r^e difference
between the maximum and minimum blade temperature was around
400°h. The thermal performance of the cooled guide vane
blades cur be described by evalua^ ; ng the surface local cooling
effectiveness. The cooling effectiveness on a surface point
^^`_'
Figure 10 shows the Gaoling effectiveness distribution
along the blade surface ler^gth, for the convex and concave
I
surfaces of the quid vane blade. It is clear that simple
convection Gaoling has relatively small cooling effectiveness
	 ^
at the leading and trailing edges. In these areas other cooling
methods have to be used if high local metal temperatures are
	 ^
to be avoided. At the leading edge, the cooling car. be
enhanced by application of jet impingement to provide high
vocal cooling heat transfer coefficient. A cooling improvement
may be achieved at the trailing edge by using film cooling.
It can thus be concluded that simple convection cooling is only
a primary means of cooling radial guide vanes, it n^ust be 	 }
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A,B,C,D Points indicated in Figure 5
DN Distance along normal to surface of blade (Figure 3)
(inches)
DX Grid spacing in x: direction (inches)
DY Grid spacing in y direction (inches) •
E Constant defined by E quation (7)
h Heat transfer coefficient	 (	 Bt2	 )
hr a.n	 °F
I Grid line numbers in x direction
J Grid line numbers in y direction
k Thermal conductivity of material of the blade ^ rB
^---in E)
n Normal direction to the blade surface
Nu Nu^selt Number
^i,	 P A point of grid structure as in Figure 5
Re Reynolds number of the flow inside cooling passage.
T Temperature





p Density of cooling air
_
d l Fraction of grid spacing for point B in Figure 5	 ^
3
d2 Fraction of grid spacing for point D in Figure 5
^ l Fraction of grid spacing for point A in Figure 5
^ 2 Fraction of grid spacing for point C in Figure S












Corresponds to boundary point in Figure 6
Corresponds to gas	 '
Mesh line numbers in x and y directions
Corresponds to the point where normal to the boundary












PARTICULARS OF RADIAL TURBINE NOZZLE BLADE:
Leading edge Radius = 0.0815 in
Trailing edge Radius = 0.0157 in
c = 1.94	 in
Thermal conductivity	 12 Btu
hr ^t ° ^'a
Boundary points:
X in	 Y (Lower) in	 Y (Upper) in
o.o o.loa 0.100
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This computer program is an extension of the solid blade
program of Reference 1. The blade is drawn in the grid network
such that there are no multiple intersection points, i.e. each
grid line has no more than two intersections with the outer 	 ,^
boundary. The blade also has to be drawn, such that I = 1
line is tangential to the blade.
In order to read the coordinates of the boundary points
at the grid line intersections, they are numbered in a counter-
'	 clockwise direction starting from any arbiterary point of
intersection on the boundary as shown in Figure 7, In this
figure the numbering is shown onl y
 for t^:e outer boundary; a
similar procedur: can be followed for the inner boundary points.
In case a vertical and a horizontal grid line intersect with
the boundary at the same point, that point is given only one
number.
Input for the computer program:
.	 The input to the program consists of four main parts:
1. Physical parameters for the grid system and the blade.
2. Blade outer and inner boundary points.
3. Blade surface gas temperature ar_d cooling air temperature.
4. Heat transfer coefficients on the outer and the inner
boundary surfaces.
The first part of the input consists of the fol.lawinq items:
DX, DY, XK, OME, SUMM, NX, NY, N1, N2, N3, N4, IbI,A.X, NTE, NXO, NXI.
These items are specified according to the format 5F5.3, 612,
.	 4I3, and are exFiained below:
DX:	 The grid spacing in the x-direction (inches).
DY:	 The grid spacing ir. the y-direction (inches).
XK:	 Thermal conductivity of the blade material (Btu,ihr.in.°F).
OME:	 Relaxation factor (If :got known, use the value 1.0) .
NX:	 The total number of mesh lines in x^direction {.< 40).
NY:	 The total number of mesh lines in y-direction (< 25).
Nl, N2	 I mesh lines enclosing the blade inner 1-.ole without
intersecting it; see Figure r. In case of solid blade
put N1 = N2 = NX.
24
N3, N4: J mesh lines enclosing the blade inner hole without
intersecting it. In case of solid blade put
N3 = N4 = NY.
IMAX:	 Maximum number of iterations allowed.
NTE:	 Number of iterations after which a print out of the
results is required.	 .i
NXO:
	
	 Total number of mesh lines intersections with the
outer boundary. (< 120).
NXI:	 Total number oz mesh fines intersections with the
inner boundary . ( < 12 0 ) .
The second part of the input read in the blade inner and
outer boundary coordinates. The Y1(I) array, corresponding
to Y coordinates of the intersections of the I mesh lines with
the lower surface of muter boundary are read according to
12F6.3 FORMAT. The next set is IP(I) point numbers (which are
the sequence numbers for Y1(I) points), these are read according
to 2014 FORMkm. Similar values are read for upper surface of
outer boundary, namely Y2(I) and IP(I). Then the Xl(J) arrays,
corresponding to the X coordinates of the points of intersection
of the outer J mesh lines with the outer boundary (12F6.3).
The next sat is TP(J) numbers corresponding to these points.
The arrays X2(J), IP(J) correspond to the second intersections
of J lines with the outer boundary. All the previous coordinate
sets are for the outer boundary. The inner boundary coordinates
are defined in a similar manner as follo;^rs:
Y3(I), IP(I) Lower surface of inner boundary
Y4(I), IP(I) Upper surface of inner boundary
X3(J), IP(J) Near surface of inner boundary (first intersection)
X4(J), IP{J) Farther surface of inner boundary (second intersection)
In case of a solid blade N1 = N2 and N3 = N^, this last input
pact should be omitted.
25
^.
The third part of the input specifies the surface gas
temperatures ( °R) in the following order:
TG(I,l)	 Gas temperature at the intersection paints of the
I mesh line with the lower surface of the outer
blade boundary.
TG(I,2):	 Gas temperature at the intersection points of the
I mesh lines with the upper_ surface of the outer
blade boundary.
TGX(l,J):
	 Gas temperature at the first intersection points
of the J mesh lines with the surface of the blade
outer boundary.
TGX(2,J!:
	 Gas temperature at the second intersection points
'	 of the J mesh lines with the surface of the blade
i
^	 outer boundary.
The gas temperature distribution on the inner boundary are
defined in a similar way:
TG(2,3)	 Lower surface of inner boundary.
TG(I,4}	 Upper surface of inner boundary.
TGX(3 , J)	 Near surface of inner boundary.
TGX(4,J)
	
Far surface of inner boundary.
The fourth part of the input specifies the heat transfer.
coefficients (Btu/hr.in 2 °F) in a similar order as the
temperature input:
H(I,1)	 Lower surface cf outer boundary.
H(I,2)	 Upper surface of outer boundary.
HX(l,J}	 \ear surf ace of outer boundary.
HX(2,J)
	 Far surface of outer boundary.
H(I,3)	 Lower ^arface of inner boundary.
H(I,4)	 Upper surface of inner boundary.
HX(3,J)	 Near surface of inner boundary.
HX(4,J)
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OX = 0., 05000 DY = 0.02500	 OMEGA=	 1.60004	 TF{RM.GONU. = 1 .00000
11X	 = 3S NY = 25	 f^tAX.ERRGR=	 0. dZ000
AZ	 = 2 N2 = 2I	 N3 =	 15	 N4 =	 23






GAS TEHPERATUNE DLSiRlLIVTION O1. THE BLADE INNfH AND OUTER SURFACE
ODUtJDARY POINTS ON 1-LINES FOH LONER SURFACE OF	 GUTER HOUNORY
(5T4RT FNOM I= 2 70 1= 3B 1
•• 1969.50 1979.50 1975.10 1975.70 1976,70 1977.50 1978.20 1978.70 1978.40 1979.00 1979.00 1979,00 19'70.80 1978.60 19'78.20
1977.60 1976.40 1975.30 1974. 3q 197].15 1972.70 1972.00 1471.50 1971.20 1971.20 1971.00 1470.70 1969.90 1968.90 1966.40
39GH.00 1487,30 1966.50 1965.60 1964.70 1983.90 L963.20
dCU ND ARY POINTS UN 1 LINES fOH UPPER SURFACE OF 	 GUTER dOUNOFY
k START FROM I y 2 TO j= 36 1
••	 1999.50 1999.50 1994.40 1998.30 1990.20 1998.10 199 T. B0 1997.20 1996.80 1996.60 1996.50 1996.50 1995.30 1996.10 1995.70
1905.20 1994.90 1994. ;iD 1494,J0 1993.50 1992,59 1991.50 1990.00 1908.20 [986.50 1984.60 1902.70 1960.50 1970.80 1976.50
1974. E0 1972.90 197U.B0 1969.40 1967.50 1965.50 1963.90
d CII NIIA RY POINTS UN 1 L 1NES FOH LOVER SUItF4CE OF	 INNER BOUNDARY
ISiART FROM 1= 3 TO 1= 20 3
1400.00 1400.00 1400.00 1400.00 1400.00 1400.00 1400.00 1400.00 Io00.00 1400.00 1400.00 1400.40 1400.00 1400.00 1400.00
[V	 1400,00 1400.00 1400.00
C.O
tl UUNDA g Y POINTS UN 1 LINES FOR UPPER SURFACE OF 	 INt+ER BOUNDARY
ISTART FROM 1= 3 iU t= 20 1
140r.r0 1400.09 ia00.00 la0U.00 1400.00 1400.00 1400.00 3400.00 1400.00 1400.00 1400.00 1400.00 1400.00 1400.00 1400.00
1400.^o 1400.09 lar0.00
x FI Ol1NDANY POINTS UN J LINES FOR NF AREP SURFACE OF OUTER DOUN DART	 ^.
"^ (START FROP	 J= 2 TO	 J= 24	 1
H ^
^`ts{
N 1963. TO	 i	 64.60	 1965.60 1966.50 1467.60	 1988.30	 1960. R0 1970.10	 1970.90	 1971.20	 1971.40	 1972.CO	 1974.50	 1977.00	 19713.90
'^ ^r 1978. ID	 Iv7!.00	 1972.00 3905.60 2000.00	 Iv99.00	 1999.00 1998.50	 1
^ ^
iiJ
C. UcwNOARY PAINTS ON J LINES FDR FARTHER SURFACE OF CUTER BOUNDARY	 {s
._ (START	 FROM J= 2 TO	 J= 24	 1 11
^^ 1947.00	 1964.20	 1965.+10 1967.50 1969.00	 1970.80	 1972.90 1970. ti0	 1976.90	 1979.00	 1401.50	 1984.00	 1966.10	 1900.60	 1990.80
_	




}..^	 -_ ktf MINDARY PDIhT$ UN J LINES FON NEAR ER SURFACE OF IhNEP RCUNDARY
r^ (START	 FROM	 J=	 I6 i0	 J= 22	 )F .
N • 14CO.r0
	
1400.00	 i4C0.00 1400.40 1 4 00.00	 1400.00	 1400.00
O OUNDag Y POINTS ON J LINES FUR FARTHER SUR FACE OF INNFN BOUNDARY





14x0.00 1400.00 14rO.D0	 14 C0.07	 14r9.g9
r	 •











^.. __ _ ._
1 NI•Uf DATA
HEAT COEFFICIENT UISTRIOUTIDN ON THE Ut ASE INNER AND OUTER SURFACE
HOUNUARY PDlN75 ON	 l-L iNES FOA LOWER SURFACE 6F OUTER UgUNDRY
(START FROM	 1= 2 TO	 i= 18 1
••	 1. ]a	 O.d6	 0.96 0.99 1.00 1.01 1.00 1•U2	 1.05 1.08 l•12 1•I7 1.22 1. 2A 1.37
1.40	 I. 54	 1.61 I.GT 1.70 1.71 1.70 1.07	 1.04 1.61 1000 1.01 1.65 1e 70 1.741.74	 1.75	 I.7S 1.7ti 1.76 1.79 1.45
BOUNDARY POINTS UN L LINES FOR UPPER SUAFACE OF OUTER BDUN DAY
{START	 FHOM	 1= 2 TO 1=
	 38	 }
••	 2.16	 1.29	 0.82 0.92 D•99 1.10 1.10 1.04	 0.96 0.86 0•TB 0.74 0.76 0.82 0.98
0. 9G	 0.99	 1.02 1.05 I.DB l.21 1.33 1.44	 1.55 1.59 1.62 1.0L 1.60 1.57 1.34
1.49	 i.M4	 1.4U I.34 1.28 1.21 1.13
UDUNDARY PGIhTS qN 1 L1NE5 FOR LONER SUAfACE OF INNEF OOUNDARY
(START	 FROM	 1=	 J TO	 1= 20 1
W	 R.aO	 4.36	 0.36 0.36 0,36 0.36 0.36 0.30	 0.37 0.37 0.37 0.39 0.34 0.40 0.42
O	 0.42	 O.AA	 0.45
BOUNDARY POINTS ON ( LINE$ FOR UPPER SURFACE OF INNER BOUNDARY
(START FaDM	 1=	 3 TD	 l= 20 1
0.40
	
0.76	 O. ]b O.S6 0.36 0.70 4.36 0.30	 6.37 0.37 0.37 0.39 0.39 0•a0 0.42
0.42	 0.44	 0.45
BOUNDARY PAINTS UN J t1Nl=S FOR NFAREA SURFACE OF pUTER HOUNDARY
(STANT FROM J= 2 TO	 J= 24 }
1.79	 1.76	 I. 75 1.75 1.75 3.74 1.70 1.64	 1.61 1.62 1.Fi7 1.71 1.66 150 1.20
1.40	 0.93	 1.10 1.70 2.29 2.55 2.50 2.29
dUUNOARY POINTS ON J LINES FOR FARTIIER SURFACE OF OUTER UDUNDARY
(START FROM J= 2 TO	 J=	 2♦ I
1.10	 1.10	 1.22 1.2tl i.74 1.44 1.44 1.49	 1.54 1.58 t.60 1x01 1.60 1.54 i.38
1.21
	
1.07	 1.01 0.9d 0.95 0.74 O.H9 1.13
UDU ND4RY pO1NT5 ON J LINES FOR NF AREF SURFACE OF INNEA hOUNDARY(STAR? FRDN J= 16 TU	 J= 22 3
0.44	 0.42
	 O•J7 O.Jb C. 76 4.49 0.40
ODUNOA p Y POINTS ON J LINES FOR FART•iER SURFACF OF	 INNER OOUNDAAY
(START	 FROY	 J=	 10 TO	 J= 22 1
0.45
	






The first part of the output serves as a check for the input	 I
data and the calculation procedures_ The coordinates of the
boundary paints, through which a parabolic curz Ye a.s fitted in
the subroutine CURVE, are printed out together with the
coefficients of the parabola. Ta distinguish between the boundary
points on the interior and exterior blade surfaces, an integer 1
is assigned the value 0 in the first case an3 1 in the second case.
To monitor she convergence process the sum of the difference
square between two successive iterations values at a11. the grid 	 ^
paints is also printed. The second part of the output deals
with the temperature distribution after the final iteration.
The temperature at all the grid points, including the fictitious
points which lie outside the region of calculaticns, are printed
out. Next, the temperature at the interioi points of the blade
are listed after eliminating the fictitious points at which the
temperatures are constant and equal to the initialized temperature
value. Temperature distribution on the boundary points are














































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































O O O O O O O C 6 b O 0 0 0 0 0 0 U p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 D D 0 0 0 0 0 4 0 0 0 0 [? 0 0 0 0 
0
 0 4 0 0 0 0 c
•
 O O U 0 0 0 0
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 11 II 11
Z Z Z Z Z Z Z Z Z Z Z Z Z 2 Z 2 7: Z Z Z T Y
-
 7. Z Z Z Z Z Z Z Z Z 7 2 2 Z Z Z Z 2 Z Z 2 2 2 Z 2 Z Z 2 2 2 Z Z 2 7 Z Z Z^ Z Z
O D_ O_ O
q
 G O O O p 
V O .7 O O_ 0 0 CI D 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 _O O O O O p 
O 0 0 0 0 D O 0 0 C 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 O_ O P O C! 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
h h h h h F
 h F
 h 1• F
 h F
►
 h h F
 r, h h h h h h h h h 1- h h h F
 1. h tr h h h h h F h h h h 1^ F
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T-HATWIR.GIVES ALL 1NTEHlOf--. PU1NT5.Sh1TIAL SETTING OF T 15 Ib00.0
ONLY THOSE INSIUE BLADE ARE CHaNGED AND MILL BE DIFFERENT FROM 1600.09
J=	 1	 2	 ]	 4	 5	 6	 7	 0	 9	 10	 I1
1
ld	 17	 18	 l4	 20	 21	 22	 2J	 24	 25
l
	
	 1900.n0 1900.00 1900.00 1900.90 1900.00 1900.00 1^p0.OD 1400.60 1900.00 1400.00 !900.10
1900.00 1906.0 6
 190)•00 IVOD.OJ 19[• 0.00 19C0.On 1918.47 1900.00 1406.00 1900.00
2	 1900.90 1400.00 1900.00 1900.70 1900.00 1900.00 1')00.00 1900.O p
 1400.00 1900.00 !900.00
1900.00 1900.00 1400.00 1900.00 19C5.id 1906.7d 19Gn.76 1910.70 1913.21 1900.00
w
111
3 [400.00 1900.09 1900.09 1900.09 1900.00 1900.00 1400.001 1900.90 17 90.00 1900.09 1900.00 1900.00 1900.00 1900.00 3900.00
1900.00 1900.00 19 DJ.00 1693.2) IBS 3. 39 11193.21 1400.00 1899.69 !401.44 1406.00
4
	
	 19(10.00 1990.00 39 COn00 1900,90 1900.00 1900.00 1400.90 !900.00 1900.09 1900.00 1900.00 1900•[)0 SS OD.00 1900.00 1400.00
1900.00 1700.00 16HS.12 id62•Sa 1082.90 {500.00 1900.00 1882.28 5885.50 1900.OA
..	 1960.00 1900.00 1900.90 1900.00 1900.00 1990,0'0 1900.00 l y C0.00 1900.00 1900.00 1900.00 1900.00 1900.00 1900,00 1900.00
1900.00 1900.90 1tl70.15 186 y •L3 1900.09 1900,00 1990.00 1870.52 187<•3S 1900.00
6 190C.nn I900.n0 190.00 1906.00 1900.00 1900.00 1900.00 1400.00 1900.00 1900.90 1900.00 1900.00 1900.00 1900.00 1900.00
19n0.90 1900.00 169.2') 1e56.10 1900.00 1500.00 1960.90 !862.42 5066,42 1900.00
7 1900.00 3900.00 190.1.00 1900.00 1900.06 1400.00 1400.00 1900.00 !900.00 1400.00 1900.00 1900eD0 1900.00 1900.00 1900.00
1900.00 1900.00 1654.02 1900.00 100.00 1900.00 1400.00 1656.ba IH60.92 1900.00
B k900. 00 1vO0.OD 1900.00 1900.70 1900.00 1900.06 1900.00 [900.6. 0 1900.00 3900.09 1909.00 L900.00 19 CD•00 1900.00 1999.99
190D.^0 1900.00 1tla4.J1 1900•)0 1900.00 1900.00 1647•x0 1851,75 t y 00. p 0 1900.00
9 1990.n0 1960.00 1900.00 1900.00 1900.00 1590.00 1990.00 1900.00 1900.00 1900.90 1490.00 i900•n0 1900.00 1900.00 ]900.00
1900.00 1600.98 [647.40 1900.00 !400.00 1900.00 18 ► 2.91 18x7.20 1990. CO 1900.00
10	 1900.n0 1909.00 1900.00 1900.00 1900.0 1900.00 1900.00 1400.00 1900.00 1400.00 1900.00	 1909.00 1900.00	 1900.00	 1900.00
1900.00 IH43.S9 1879.87 1990.00 1400.0) 1900.00 1838.50 1842.72 1900.00 5906.00
11	 Iv00.o0 1900.00 1900.00 1900.0) 1900.00 1500.00 190n.00 1900.00 1900.00 1900.00 1909.00	 L40n•60	 1500.00	 1900.00	 1900.00
1900.00 1847.14 1839.27 1900.)0 1990.00 10.10.41 1634.58 1900.00 1900.00 1900.00
J'





1900.00 ltla3.bt 1879.6♦ 190).70 1400.00 IH28.D7 1831.80 1900.00 1900.00 1900.00 .~
17	 Iv00.00 1900.00 1900.00 1400.00 1400.00 1500.00 :900.00 1900.00 1900.00 1900.00 1900.00	 19Cn•00	 1900.00	 190(+.00	 1900.00 •^^,
1900.n0 INi4.A0 1940.70 1940.00 1900.00 1627.25 5870.46 1900.00 1.900.00 1900.00







1850.56 1646.72 1400.00 1900.00 IA25.6'_ 1024.07 5990.09 1900.00 1900.0) 1900.00
l5	 1900.00 1900. On 5900.00 1900.00 1900.00 1907.09 1900.+10 1906.00 1400.04 !900.00 1900.00	 19n0.00	 1900,00	 1900.00	 1900.00
1857. IM 1646.76 190).00 1900.00 1929.91 1077.03 1900.90 1900.00 1906.90 1900.09
16	 1900.^6 1900. J0 1400.)0 1909.0) t900. n U 14/'0.)0 i9n0.n9 1900.00 1909.00 1900.90 1900. On
	 1900.00	 1909.00	 1900.00	 1900x00
1856.58 IaKI.4A 1900.)0 ItlJ2.41 lH35.62 1900.09 1900.00 190n,00 1400.6) 1900.)0
17	 1900.00 1900.00 1900.00 14)0.70 1900.00 190n•00 1900.00 19Gn.70 1900.00 I^ICU•00 1900.00	 1400.00	 1900e0C	 1900.00	 1900.00
IObJ.96 iH55.bb 1900.00 Ftl39.H9 18x2.57 1400.00 1900.00 1460.00 1900.00 1900•.00
IH	 19D0•n0 1900.00 1900.00 1906.00 1990.00 1900.90 1900. ff9 1900.00 9900.00 5900.00 19Cn•00	 19nn.eD	 1900.60	 1900.00
	 1877.5]
tAb8. 20 190n.On 1847.41 IUSJ•S2 !900.00 1991.00 1900.00 1900.00 1900.99 1900.99
l4	 1900.00 1400.n0 1900.00 1900.0) 190D.n0 1x00.90 1000.00 1400.00 !900.00 1906.00 1900.90	 1900.00	 1900.00	 ;900.00	 1862.47
w. •' R_	 ^
.:Pwa
r.
TFFIPE RA Tl7FF. RIS TR ) BUT if1M INSIRE THE BLADE ANR ON ITS SURFACE
J^









	 1899.64 [tlB.!•2A	 1870.52	 1842.42	 1856,64	 1851.75	 1tl47.20	 1802.72
	
1840,51
^2 1918,97	 1900. 7b	 1900.00	 1'J00.00	 19C0.00
	
1900.00
	 1900.00	 19x7.40	 1842.91	 1838.50
	 1A34.5A	 1831.80	 1830.A6




1900.CG	 19D0.00	 1900.00	 1900.00	 1030.41	 1828,03	 1827.25
1824.07	 In73, (13	 IA3o, 94
20 1910.70
	 1405.18 1993.79	 1802.40	 1900.00	 19C0.00
	 1900.00	 t9DO.U0	 1900.00	 1900. OD	 1900.00	 1900.00	 1400.00
1825. 43 1829. UI
	 1A35. B2 1 A42.57	 1 flq 3.93
19 IvOl.02	 1693.23 1tl8^:.54
	
18EB,/3	 1fl5d.10
	 1900.00	 1900.00	 1900.00	 1900.00	 1900.00	 1900,00	 1900.00
	 (900.00
1900.00	 !032.41	 1879•EV	 1A50.52	 1861. J1
18 1A98,3B	 lflA3•l2
	 IA70.3S	 1859.20	 1850.02
	 1844,31
	
1841.40	 1035•fl7	 18]9.27	 1839.64	 1840.76 1400.00	 1900.00
1900.00
	
1900.00	 IA47.97	 1841.77	 !678.11
	
1889.19




1844.80	 1844.72	 1848.76	 1851.94	 1855.66	 1400.00	 1900.110	 1875.82
^ 1906. S3	 1926.84
14 lD49.94	 1850.54	 ltl53.lo	 1856.58	 IA60.96	 1868.20
	 Sfl77.US	 1900.00
	 1911.04	 1927.74	 1941,12	 19411.01
IS 1nG 9. 34
	 1tl73, 53	 1882.97	 1896.49
	 1914•C9	 1921. ad
	 1941.85 1951.74	 1959.17




1J 1936.56	 1945.07	 1953.53	 1959. d7	 1964,44	 146'	 58	 iS68.92
12 1956.47	 1940. EA 1964,fl5 1967. 6i
	 1569.53
	 r:0.53
Il 1965.46	 1945.62	 1967.87	 1D6S.49	 1970.52	 1971. C2
l0 19h 8. e0	 1S69. S9	 1970.42	 1970. e1
	
1970.88
9 1970,37	 1970. a3
	 1570.46	 1970.62	 '970.37
tl 1970.55	 1970.43	 1970.12
	 19G9.d7





S 1968.74	 l9hd.26	 1947.49	 1966.72
^ 1467.24	 1944.50	 1965.81
^ 1966.12




iEMPFRATURE DISTRIOUTIUN UN Tt < E Bf1t1NDAgY
tf fIU NOARY POINTS ON 1-LINES FOR LOMER SURFACE OF
	
CUTER pOUNORY
(5T4RT FRUM 1= 2 TO 1= 3B 1
•• 5904.)0 1893.20 IHA3. 31 1871.49 (Bbl. 10 IN52.41 1847.35 IA45.26 1844,A4 Itl4s•i7 1846.04 1847.47 !850.90 1854.34 1859.69
lHd5.0] 1874.76 1896.21 1901.57 1919.47 1934.89 1945.92 1)54.59 1961.14 1965.67 3948.17 1969.68 197D•44 1970.57 197U•33
14C9. B1 1969.14 I96tl.23 1967.24 1946.]0 19b5.A3 1964.91
BOUNDARY POINTS ON I L1NE5 FOR UPP F_R SURFACE OF 	 OUTER BOUNORY
(START FROM 1= 2 TO 1= 38 1
•• 1914.05 1902.76 1886 . 78 ltl7b • 01 5867.42 1861.58 Itl55•Sl 1849 . 76 1843 . 55 1837 . 54 1H33.21 18]0•x6 1830 . 87 183J.51 1838.16
1842.99 Itl51.57 1863•]0 147.•32 1904.94 1926.84 19n1.04 1951.59 i9°5.62 1464.40 1967.6] 1969.64 L97^•69 1971.02 1970.84
1970. J7 1969.,67 1968.75 1967.73 196C.72 1965.73 1964.93
BOUNDARY RCIhTS DN l LINES FCN LCSIEA SURFACE OF	 INNER BOUNDARY
(START FROR [3 3 TO Is 20 1
4J	 IH93.77 1992.77 1847.07 1tl55.68 1846.x1 1841.2tl IN3B.77 1837.69 18]7.65 1839.44 1840.59 1942.59 L846.04 1850.22 1855.23
^	 1864.34 1875.22 3A92e04
BOUNDARY pCiN75 ON 1 LSNES FOR UPPER SURFACE OF 	 INNER 80UNDARY
(START FROM 1= 3 TU 1= 20 1
IA49.42 1980.94 1868.74 185V.4A IH5J.05 IB44.tlH IA41.14 1.15.57 1830.07 1824.07 1824.05 1824.73 1827. 2D 1832.00 1837.90
1 847• it 1860. O1 1873.2 7
pOUNUARY POINTS ON J LINES FUR NEARER SURFACE OF 	 CUTER A^UNOARY
<START FNDM J^ 2 TO J= 24 1
1465.20 1966.12 1967.24 1968.38 1469. a2 1970.15 1970.55 1970.37 1948.80 1945.46 1956.43 1938.54 1899.77 lA69.34 1849.94
Itl46.90 IAtlB.3d 1901.02 1910.70 1917.24 1918.97 1918.14 1916.14
B QINDARY PCINTS 11N J 11NES FOR FART(1ER SURFACE OF
	 CUTER BOUNDARY
1S7ART FROM J= 2 TU J= 24 1
1944. 9i 1465.04 1965.81 1966.72 1967.7] 1968. T5 196v•67 1970.37 147D.B8 1971.02 !97!+ .53 1938.92 1965.54 ;959.17 1446.01
192 C.tl4 1889.19 1861•]3 1tl43.4J 183x.94 IA3C.46 IBa q •51 1959.50
B Ol1NOARY PDINTS ON J LINES FOR hE ARER SUS+F AC F. q c	 INNER PCVNOARY
(START FROM J= 16 T3 J= 22 i
lHH2•Atl 1856. 2tl 1tl 41.03 1849.9 ♦ 1882. SH 1488.71 1900.16	 ^
AOU NDARY POINTS ON J LINES F(1H FARTIIER SURFACE OF INNER BUUND Af+Y
(START FROM J= 16 TU J= 22 1
1901.56 1863.45 1847.87 18JO.H ►
 IB 24.05 IH]I.OI ltl4v,23
E.	 t	 ^




J T Y-	 i T^ 2 FRAC
19 1905 t904.J030 1905.1 7 63 0.7992
20 19D6 1405.1763 19J6.7?!7 0.5131
21 1907 1906.7817 19Dx.76a4 0.1101
ZI SoO g 1906.7817 190 B. 76x9 0.63x]
22 1905 1908.76x9 1910.6967 C.123T
22 1916 190a.T644 19: J. 6966 0.6396
23 191[ 1910.6960 1913.2095 ^.1210
23 191? 1910.6960 I9i7. 20F5 0.5190
23 1913 1910.6950 1913.2085 0.9170
2^ 1914 !913.2685 1914,0x81 0.9x27
13 190'7 1999.6877 1901.a36L' 0.1795
27 1901 1899.6 877 1901.0368 n.7307
2a 1901 1901.oJ6tl 1900.0000 0.30n0
18 lAa3 1563.1194 1842.5437 G.2C7 ♦
z2 tB6] txeo.9s95 I6xz.2937 0.0306
22 tP.92 l3?0.9595 1882.2837 n,7859
23 1893 16N2.2B37 1tl65.5035 0.2^2a
23 I?Ba 1912.2837 1895. SO J9 0.5370
27 1995 1982.2837 1645.5075 ^.8035
24 1985 1095.5039 19 0.0000 0.73x2
19 1169 1956.1252 1867.767E C.liBa
l6 1969 1870.3x77 1du6.1252 0.606a
19 1977 1970.3477 L8Sd.1252 O.156n
I7 1971 18 TI. x866 1870.3x77 C.a272
22 1860 1964.7393 1670.5227 C.1n62
22 1671' 1868.7393 1470.5227 0.7069
23 1071 1a 70.5227 1870.3x72 0.12x8
27 1!972 1870.5227 187x.3672 C.]d63
27 1973 1970.5227 1x74,7672 0.6477
27 1996 lA7D•o227 1x74. 3a 72 0.9094
26 1975 1876,3x72 1900.0000 0.0254
2a 1976 id 74. 7x72 1900.0760 C.C6an
19 1955 IA56.D97T LB55.6825 0.2756
18 1957 1A59.2Da3 145!1.0977 0.7095
l8 1858 1859.20x3 1656.097? 0,3877
l8 1955 1959.20x3 1856.097: C.OG59
ST 1960 !861.!382 1A59.20a3 0.5985
17 1961 1961.1382 1959.20 0 0•D 735
22 1960 19°9.9356 ldo2.a224 0.0259
22 1961 189,9358 1852.4220 C.a290
22 1962 1854.9358 1862.422n ^..9301
23 1°63 1962.x224 1656.x153 C,Iaa7
23 186x 1B62,x22n Ld66.4153 0.3951
23 1855 1952.a22x 1606.x15: ^_.6x56
2J 1966 1962.x220 1656.4153 C.ticSD
24 1867 1966.x153 1470.0000 0.0170
18 19 x 7 1857.0190 16+6.x099 0.8365
IA IBxA 1950 . 0190 Ida o. x099 [•5594
10 18x0 135,].0190 1x4 c. x099 C.2A2a
19 195^ 1350.0190 166.x099 0.0053
17 1651 1RSZ.Ll7a ]950.0100 0.5974
17 1952 1s52.a138 1tlSd.0t90 !'.1729
22 19`_0 lA `_3.0510 1855.6767 0.25n7
27 1A55 1953.7510 1B5b.6367 G.Salg
22 1965 1?53.0517 1856.6357 ^.922a
27 1957 19 °_6. b3Fi7 IB60. 9160 ^.0469
23 185A 1H55.63b7 3xbV. 9160 0.3:A5
23 1659 19'6.6367 1660.9IAC 0.5527
2J 1960 1955.6757 1tlG0.916C C. 7659
2a 1+161 1960.9160 19vJ.000D ^.702t
[d ]9x2 l9na.30B1 5x61.2 7 88 7,7519




































































V G LEVE L 21	 NA IN	 DATE = 7434b
	 16/55/5L
COMMON T(40,25),TBt40,4),T^;((4,25),TG(40,4),TGX(4,25),H(40,4),HX{4




























REA7S IN ^30UNDARY POINTS SET AND THE CCRRESPO!\DING SEQUENCE NUMBERS


















READ{5,11) {IP(J} rJ= 1,NY1)
r0 20 J=1rNY1
Y=F L04T (J--1 f ^DY
BX(IP(J}}=X1(J}
20 f3Y(IP(J})=v
R = AD{5,10} {X2(J),J=1,NY1)
READ(5,11) (IP{J).J=1,NY1)
DO ?4 J=1,NY1
Y=F LG 4 T (J-1 ) t^Y
24 BY(IP(J))=Y
N^xo^u^^i^^i^Y oN^ ^rr^^
Q8ldl►Ei P'^1^^ IS FUOR
.:'^`^
40
•IV G LEVEL 21
	









BXI t IP{ f}: -X
28 BYI(I^(I}}=Y3{I}
READ(5,10) {Y4{I},I=n11,N21)







DO 36 J = N31,N41
Y=FLOATdJ—i)^DY
BXI(IPlJ)}=X3{J)








READS fN GAS TE M PS A"JD THEN HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENTS
READ(5,501(TG(I,1),I=1,NX1}
READi5,50)(TG(I,2),I=1,NX1)





REaD{5,50 i (TGXi i,J i,J=2,v'i ii
READt5,50){TGX{2,J),J=2,NY1}






IF(N1.EG.n2) GO TO 84
READ(5,45) (Ht I,3),I=N11,N21)
READ{ 5,45) tH(I,4), I=NI1,^J21)






















• WRITE{6,853) {{ I,BXt I ), 8Y{ i) ), I=rIXi1,NX0!
851 FORMAT(gX,ib,2F10.6,Ib,2F10.b)
853 FORMATi9X,ib,ZF10.6)
561 FORMAT{'I',//15X,*INPUT	 DATA'//15X,'GAS	 TEMPERATURE DlcrRta11TI0";
i^uiV
	



























j	 ^ WRITFInr4•!lt }
90 CONTINUE
wRITE(6,562)
i`	 562 FOR ntAT('1',//15X,'INPUT	 DATA'!/15X,'HEAT	 COEFFICIENT DISTRIBUTION








{	 H{ I,G) I I = 1, NXLf














IV G LEVEL 21 MAIN DATE = 74346	 16/55/51
NY1w4ITE(b,535)
E	 WRIT^(6,526)














PRINT TITLE FOR SUBROUT[NE CURVE OUTPUT
C
WRITEtb,43f
43 FORMATt1H1,/l,SX,°SUBROUTINE CURVE —OUTPUT— '!/SX,°I=O,CUTER BOUN
1DARY. I=1,INNER BOUNDARY'/5X,'IP 3DUn:DARY POINT NU^'^BER'}
^^1{2, TTFIF.^t^1 ]
41 Ft7RMAT(	 /,SX,°{62,C2} IS THE POINT ON THE 80UNOARY. (81,C1D AN
1D t83,C3) ARE THE SURROUNDING PAINTS Oh BLADE. A,B,C, 4RE THE COEF


























T G !(Y?fTI }—YOt^^T^l^^pnnlD Jn T^ 3`I^
TTT=T(I, r! )+{TgX(2 ;IL D—T(r, rL} )^:rX_o2 }/ (X2 { ILD — g2)
GC TO 320
3?4 COf^JTiNUE
TTT =T{ I, IL)+{ T(i+1 , iL)







IV G LEVEL 21	 MAIN
325	 TTT=T(I, i L )
XNL=YT-C2
330	 AL= H(I ► I?/XK
TNEW=[XNL^aL^TG{I,i1+TTT}1(1.+xNL^AL}
THEW= { I.-CME }'^T(3 (I, 1 } +ph1F^TNEw
Sl,`^!=SUM+(TB{ I ,1 }-Tf^E'r1 }^ #T?4 I, I }-TNE1n }
T8{ i ► 1 1=TNE4r






C	 INTERIpR POINTS STARTING FRAM LOWER ENC FOR I LINES WHICH d0 NOT CUT




^	 SU^h=SUM+(TNEW-T(I rJ } }^(T ^;F4I-T[ I,J } }
210	 T{I,J}=TNEW
G p T p 2^t9
C
C
C	 F€3R I LINES I(^JTERSECTING INNER $OUN p ARY-ALL IlvTERIOR POINTS FRC3M




IF#ABS(Y3(I}-FLC]AT{ILI-11 =^ QY}.LT.0.000{}1} ILY=iLI-1
IHI=IFIX#Y4{I1/t)Y+0.0001)+2
d p 235 J-iL,iLI
CALL MESH{I,J,TNEwI
T,dE`rI= (1 .-OME } ^T [ i , J ! +pME^TNEw
5UM = 5U""+(TNEW-T{ I , J } }'^ # TNE4r-T (I,J } )
?35	 T{I,J)=TNEW
C






YT=FL[3AT(I LI -1 1 ^'dY
IF#A8S(XMN).LE.0.015) GO TL' 355













- _ _ - --	 ----- ..---	
_ - ----- ... .. .. _ _. _ __--^-^--_^.,...,.T.....,.^.,, t
_	 ^
IV G LEVEL ZL
	
MAiN	 DATE = 74346	 I,b/55/51
359 AL=H{I,3)/XJ<












I^{ABS(Xh^N).LE.0.U15) GO TC 370
IF(X.LE.82) GG Tu 36;J
TTT=T(I,IHI)+(7{I+i,IHI)-T (I,iHI))^(X-BZ)/OX
GO T!l 3b 5
3c50
	














C	 INTERIOR POINTS FROM UPP=R SURFACE OF INNER BCUNOARY TO THE UPPER




TNE'^l=(1.-GME) rTl I,J) +C+aF*TNEW












I"{ABS(X'^N).LE.D.0,5) Gq TC 340
X= (C2-YT) #XP'NtB2
XL=92-OX
I F ((XL-X1 (IH) 1 .GT.O ^OJO1 ) GC Tf! 33b
TTT=T(I,IH)-(Tti,IH)-TBXl1,IH))#(BZ-X)/(r32-X1(IN))






IV G LEVEL 21
	
Ma IN
	 DATE = 74346	 16/55/51
GO TO 337	 '
336 Ci7NTINUF
IF(X.LE.B2} GO TO 335






















IF{A^3SIX2(J} — FLOaTi IA—if # CX).LT.O.OU001) IA=IA-1
C







IF{ Q BS{XMN).GE.`..)GO TC1 410
XL=XT-DX
X=-^]Y^X^1N +R2
•	 IF(X.LE.B2) GC TO 406
r	 iF({X2(J+L}-XT}.GT.0.0001) GC TQ 405
TT T= T( Iti-? ;J+::+rTaXr ?;JiL}-T( I°J—L,•J11))^(X—XL)/(X2(J+1) —nLi
GO TO 4l}7
'	 405 CONTINUE

















IV G LEVEL 21
	
MA IN	 CATE = 74346
SU^a=SU^'^+{Tr!EW— T3X{ 1,J) )^{TNEW— T g Xt 1,Ji )
IF(J.GT.N3.AND.J.LT.N4) G^ TO 418
GO TO 445








FOR J LINES INTERSECTING INNER aCUNDARY—BOUNDARY POINTS oN
C






IF(A[3S{X3(J) — FLOAT(INI -1 }"^DX).LT.O.00OOL) iNY-INI-1







IF(X.GT.F,2} GO TC 421
TTT=T(INi,J-1}+{T{INI+1,J-1)-T(INI,J-1)1(X-XT}/DX











426	 4L = HX( 3, J 1 /XK
THEW = (TTT +AL^XNL^TGXl3,J))/(1.+xNL¢nl)
THEW=t 1 .-C^"E l # T9X (3,J) +ONE^TriEw
S^JM=SUM+[ TNEW- Tr^X(3,J) )^(TNEW-TBXt3,J) }
TgXt3,J)= TNE'^
C






I ^ { ABS { X^M N) .Gc".5.) GC T^^ 435
TTT=T{ IaI,J+1}+(T{IAi-1,J+1)—T(IAI,J+1))*(xT-x)/nx






T y EW=(TTT+AL^XNL^TGX(4,J))/( 1.+XNL#AL)
47
IV	 G LEVEL 21	 M41N	 DATE =	 7434b 16/55/51
TNEW = (1.- GME}^TBX{4,J)+O ME#TNEW
SUh1 = SUM+{ TN EW-T3X f 4, J)) ^ (TNE W-TAX { 4, J} )
TBXt4,J}=TNEW
C




































































tv c LEVEL zl
	





IF{IT=R/NTE^NTE.EA.ITER} GD TO 523
IF(SUM.LE.SUMM} GG TO 520





540 FORMATIIHI//////9X,'TEM p ERATURE DISTRIeUTIC^ IN A HOLLOW BIn^E t
WRITE {6,541) OX,DY,DME, XIC,SIX,NY,SU^^iM,N1,N2,N3,N4,NX0,NXi
541 F^7RMATl3X,'CX =',F8.5,SX,'CY =',F8.5,5X,'DMEGA=',F8.5,5X,°THRM.CCN
1D.=*,F8.5/3X,'NX =', IB,SX,'NY =' , F 8, 5X,'MAX.ERRC'R=' ,8.5/3X,' NL ='
2,I8,5X,'N2 =',I8,SX,'N3 = ',i8- SX,'N4 =',I8/?X,'NX0 =',I8,5Xs'NXI =
3' ► Ib/IH1)
>,JR IT E(6, 522 )
522 r^;;'^^AT{/: ,I^X,'T-ht!!TRIX,GIYES ALL INTERIOR PC^INTS.INITIAL SETTING
L DF T IS Ib00.0'/lOX,'CNLY THOSE INSIDE GLACE ARE CHaNGEC AND ^aILL
2 BE DIFFERENT FROM 1b00.0U'f
WRITE(6,523)
523 FORMAT{ /,2X,'J =' ,4X,' 1' , 7 X,' 2' ,7X,' 3',7X,' 4°,7X,' S',7X,'6',?X, '7
L' , 7X,' 8 ° , 7X,'9 ° ,bX,' 10', bX, ° 11' , bX,' 12° , bX- ' 13' ,bX,' 14' , 6X ,' 15 ° /
22X,' I' )
ii= {NY.GT.iS} WKiTE(::,52I)
521 FDRMATiBX,°I6',bX,'1 ",bX,'18',bXv'I9'ebX : °2Q' ,6X,'21',6X,'22',bX
1,°23',bX,'24',SX,'25°)
DD b03 I=1,NX
603 'riRITE(b,525) I,(T( I,J),J=I,NY}
525 FORMAT(1,2X,IZ,1X,15F8.2,2{/5X,15F8.2))
t^IRITE{6,524)




530 FO R MAT(//,lOX,'BOUN^ARY PCINTS DN I-LINES SCR LOWER SURFACE OF
L OUTER BGUNDRY' /, 12X," { START FRO^u
 I= 2	 TC	 1 = ' , I3,' )' )
WRITE(6,525) {TB{I,I),I=1,NX1)
WRITE{b,531) NX1
531 FORMAT(1/,LOX,'BOUNDARY PAINTS ON I Li^IFS FOR UPPER. SURFACE GF
1 OUTER BCUNDR.Y'/,12X,'{5P4RT FitG^'^ I= c
	
_0 i= = ,I3,° )' )
WRITE(b,S25) (TB(I,2},I=L,NXI}
IF("d1.E^.N2. AN G.ri3.E0.^`^4) GO TQ 87
WRITE {6,532) N11,N21
532 FORMAT(//,LOX,'BDUhDARY P!?INTS nN I LIN=S FOR LOWER SURFACE CF
1 INNER f3CUNCARY'/,12X,'(START F4.^M I = ',I3,'	 TO	 I=',I3,' )'l
WRITE(b,526) tTB( I,3),i=Nll,rl21)
wRITEtb,533) Ni1,N2L
533 FDRMGT(//,IOX,'BGUr+GARY Pf^ifi)TS flN i LINES FCR UPPER SL'^:FACE DF
1 INNER BCUNCAP.Y' /, 12X,' S START F ROM I =' , I 3, '	 TC':	 I = ' , I3,' )' }
WRITE(5,526){TR(I,4),I=N11,^i21)
87 CDr1TINUE
WRITE { b, X34) NY1
534 FORMAT{//,LOX,'BOU^VDARY ^OiriTS iON J II^NES F- CR ;NEARER SURFACE OF
1 OUTER BOUNDARY'/, 1ZX,' {STA R T FROM J= 2 TO	 J=',I3;' )'}






[V G LEVEL 21	 ^1 A I N	 DATE = 7434b	 lb/55/51
535 FORMAT(//,10X,"3CUNDARY POINTS OPJ J LItJFS FCR FARTHER SURFACE OF
1 OUTER BC'UNDARY'/,12X,°(START FRON^J= 2	 TO J = ',i3,' }+]
WRITE(6,526}tTBXt2,J},J=2,NY1)
IF(N1.EO.N2.AND.N3.EQ.N4) GO TO 89
WRITE{6,536) N31,N41
536 FORMAT{//,10X,'8G^'N[%ARY POINTS ON J LINE; FOR NEARER SURFACE OF
LI y NER 8CU NDARY '/I2X,'(START FROM J=',I3,' 	 Tf; J=',I3,' }'}
WRITE{b,52E}tTSX(3,J),J=ti31,N41}
•	 WRITE(6,537] N31,N41
537 FORMAT(//,10X,'BOUNCARY PCINTS ON J LINES FOR FARTHER SURFACE OF
IINNER BOUNDARY '/12X,'(START FRGM J=',I3,'	 TC J=',I3,° ]')
WRITE{6,52b}{T8X(4,J),J=n31,N41I
WRITE{b,401.)










IF(	 {XR —X1(J}).GE.O.000I) GO TO 7U4
702 CONTINUE
704 DO 703 I=I1,NX
XR=FLOAT{?-1]^DX
IF{	 {XR—X?{J)).GE.0.0001] I2=I-1
iF(ABS(XR — X2{J}).GE.{0.9999 = OX}} I2=I2-1
IF(
	





IF(J.E q ^3 ! wRIrE(6,823)J,TBX{1,J),iT(I,J},I=i1,I2),TSX{2,Jf
IF(J.E0.4 } W'r2iTCfC,,c322iJ,Tr'3Xi1,Ji,iT(ir.i},I=i1.I2),TSXiC,Jj
IF(J.EA.S ) WRITE(b , 82 i} .},TBX{1,Jf,{T{i,J),I=11,12},TBX(2,J)
I^(J.EQ.b ) WRITE{b,E20)J,T3X{1,J},iT(I,J),)=I1,I2},TgX(2,J}





TG ^ J Crl t 9 l	 TTC,	 ^	 ^ T	 ,	 ^	 T	 -•
. ._...^^, WR.^^,5,3I^),,,^BX ^,J„\TI •Jis —il•I2i,T5itt^,J)
iFtJ.E4.13) WRITc{o, EI?}J,TLX\I ,J},{T{i,J},I= I1,I2},T^iX{2,J)
IF(J.E q .14) WRITE(6,812)J,TBXfl,J),(T(T,J),I=Il,i2}.T9X(2,J}
IF{J.E q .15) WRITE{6,811)J, T9X (I,J1,tT(I,J),I=I1,i2),TRX(2,J)
IFtJ.G0.16) WRITE{6,81U)J,TBX(1,J),tT(I,J),I=I1,12),TBX{2,Jf
i F (J=E^_17} WRITEtb:R09}JTT?X{1sJ),{TtIsJ)^I=ilsI?);TR?C(2;J)
IF(J.E^J.18) WRITE(b,808)J,TBX{1,J),tT{I,J],I=IL,I2),TAXt2.J}
iF(J.EQ.1 q } WRITE(6,807)J,TBX(L,J),tTtI,Jf,I=I1,I2f•Tgxt2,J)
'.F{J.EQ.20) 4dRITE(5,80b)J,TBX(1,J),{T{I,J}.I=i1.t2.'rT°X(2.J)
IF{J.E'J.21} WQITE(6,805)J,T3X{1,J ► ,(T(I,J),I=I1,I2),TBX(2,J)
SO
'", __°.
iV G LEVEL 2L	 MAIN	 QATE = 74346	 16/55 /51
IF(J.EQ.22) WRiTE(6,804)J,T3X(1,J),(T(I,J),I=I1,I2),TBX(2,J)
IF(J.EQ.23} 'WRITEIb,803fJ,Ti^X(1,J),{7(I,J),I = I1,12},TBXt2,J)	 I,
IF{,}.El^.24) W Q ITE(S,F02)J,TEX{ifJ),{T(IrJ),I=I1vIZ},T$X(2,J) 	 Ij
801 FORMAT{ 1N11//,15X,'TENPERATURE L:STRIF^UTI7N INSIOE THE P_LADE aN0 0
XN ITS SURFAUE'///2X ,'J=' )
802 FORMATt/2X,12, 4X,2^F8.2f
803 FORMAT(/2X,I2, 6X,20FR.2)
804 FOR M AT{/2X,12, 8X,20F8.2)
8^?5 FQRMAT(/2X,I2,10X,13F8.2/24X,7F8.21
806 FORMAT(/2X,I2,12X,13F8.2/24X,7F8.2)
807 FORh1AT (/2X, I2, 14X, 13F8.2/24X, 7F8.2)
808 FOR!^AT (/2X, I2, 16X, 13F8.2/24X, 7F8.2 )	 i
809 FORMAT(/2X,I2,18X,13F8.2/?4X,78.2)








818 Ff^RMAT (/2X, I2,36X, 20F8.2 }
819 FORMAT(/2X.12,38X,20F8.2)
820 F'JRtdAT (/2X, I Z,40X, 20F8.2 }










665 FORMAT{IH1,38X,'ISOTHER^4Al LINT LOC^TIGNS '/,9X,'I',4X,'J',3X,'T',










iF{ I.^T.I'i1.Ai'1iD,i.LT.N2) GQ TO b29







IF(T{ I,J).L T .=LOAT(IL) ) IL=IFIX{T(I,Jf )
R,F^R,C^UOl^l^^I^'Y OF 1`HE
51	 QZNA►L P^O^ !S POOR








IF(Y1(I:.GT.( F LOAT{J-1i^DY)) T(I,J)=TB(I,1)
TV=FLOAT(II}
IF(T(I,J).LT.TV.AND.T(I,J+11.GE.TV1 GO TC'. 627
IF(T(I,J).GE.TV.AND.TtI,J+11.LT.TV) GO TC 627
GO TO 625
627 CONTINUE























IF{i(I,J).LT.TV.ANC.T(I,J+l).GE.TV) GQ TO b07
I^{T(I,J).GE.TV.AND.T{I,J+11.LT.TV) GCS TO 607
G^7 TO b05
6^7 RX=(TiI,J)—TV)/(T(I,J)—TtI,J+1)1








iF(( F LOAT{J-1)^DY}.GT.Y2{I)} T(I,J+lf=Tg(I,2}
IFfT1I,J).LT.TV.A^!D.T({,J+1).GE.TV} GO TO 617
Ir(T(I,J1.GE.TV.AND.T(I,J+1}.LT.TV) GO TO 617
GO TO 615





IV G LEVEL 21









t...._...__^	 _.........	 .....^..	 __.....__......r_-
	 --
IH G LEVEL Z1
	
J^tFSH
	 DATE = 74346	 16/55/51
SUB R OUTINE MESH{ I,J,TN^t+I}
COMMON T{40,25),T9(40,4),Tr^X(4,25),TG(40,4),TCX(4.25),H(40,4),HXI4





C	 SUBROUTINE FI^dDS SI—L,SI-2,DEL—U,DEL-2. FCR EACH INTERIOR POINT AND





IF({ P4R —X1 {J) ).LF. CX} T1=TBX(1,J)
I^ ({P4R—X1{J1).LE.CX) GO TO 20
{F(J.GT.N3.AND.J.LT.N4)GC TO 10
GO TO 15
1^ iF(PAR .GE.X4{J})C^0 TC 12
GO TO 15
12	 IF{{PAP—X4(J)).LE.DX}51= (PAR —X4{J)}/DX
IF((p,1R—X4(J)).LE.CXITI=T9X{4,J)
IF { ( p AR — X4{J1).LE.DX} GO TO 20
i5	 51=1.0




IF({X2(J}— p AR).LE.DX) T3=TEX(Z,J}
I^{{X2{J ) — PAR).LE.DX) GO TC 35
IF(J.GT.N3.AND.J.LT.N4)GO T025
GO TO 30













IF(A8S(X3tJ) —PAR — DX).LT.0.00001) T3= TRX(3,J)
35	 PAR=FLOAT(J-1)^DY
IF{ (PAR—Y1(I } }.LE.DY}D1 ={PAR—`rl(I })JDY
IG{tpAR—YICI)).LE.DY)T2=Tt?{I,11
EF{(POR—Y1tI)).LE.CY1 GO TO 50
IF(I.GT.NI.AND.i.LT.`J2)GO TC40
GO TO 45
4^	 IF( p 4R.GE.Y4(E})GO T042
G7 TO 45
42	 IF{{ pAR — Y4{I) }.LE.CY }^1={PbR—Y4{I})/DY
IF{ {PA2—Y4{I)).LE.CY)t2=TP.(I,4}
I"r {{PAR—Y4(I) ti LE.OY) G EC TC 50
=+5	 ^1=1.0
5a
[V G LFVFt 21
	
MESH	 DATE = 74345	 lb/55/51
IF(A85(YL{T)—PAR+DY}.LT.0.00001! T2=TB(I,1)









57	 IF{{Y3{I} —PAR).tE.CY)D2=(Y3{I) —PAR)/CY	 _
IF({Y3{I} — PAR).LE .DY)T4=Tf?f Y,3}
IF{{Y3(I) —PAR}.LE.DY; G0 TO 65
60 D2=1.0	 ;
T4=TI I,J+ID
IF (ABS {Y2(I) —PAR — DY).LT.O.000OI} T4=TB{I,2)
IF(,^BS{Y3(I)—PAR—DY).LT.O.U0001) T4=TB(I,3}
65 CONTINUE
A l=T 1/ S 1/ { 5 L+S2 )
A3=T3/S2/(S1+S2}
E=1./SL/52+fOX /DY)^(DX/CY)/C1 /02








V G LEVEL 21	 SL^7	 OATF = 74346
SUBROUTINE SLOiX1,Y1,X2,Y2,X3,Y3,A,8,C)
Cr




IFiABStXI-XZ).LE.0.001..4N^.A8SiX2-X3).L^.0.001) GO TO 10
XS3=X3#X3
xs2=x 2^ x2
xsl =x l^ x1




IFiABSiD).^_E.0.000001) GO TG 10
41=Yi^i X2^xS3-X3^xS2)

















iIV G LEVEL 21
	
CUR	 LATE = 7434b	 16/55/51
SUBROUTINE CU'? t$2, CZ,a,C, I 1







C	 SUBRC3UTINf= TQ FINO ADJACENT TWf] POINTS FL^R THE PL^INTtBZ,CZ} AND THEN
C	 P455ES A CURVE Y=A +BX *CX2 AND CETER^IINES ArB,C. 6,C COEFFICIENTS






D[] ID M=1 , NXO
iF{ABS{B2-BX{M}}.LE.D.OJUI.AND.AB5ICZ-8Y{M}}.LE.D.OQO}.1 GO TO 12
1D CGIVTINUE












14 63 = BXIM+z}
C3 = BYtM +2}
Gq TO 37
25 na 3o M = I,NxI
IFIRZ.EA.BXItM}.ANC.C2.E4.BYTIM}}GC TG 32
30 CCINTINUF














I^( R ^.E0.82.A^1C.C3.E(}.C2iGO TG 35
GO TO 37
57
Iv G L"cVEL 21
	 CUB	 DaTE = 7434b	 i^i57/51
35 63 =axI t ^^+2 f
C3=BYItM+2!
37 CALL SLOtB1,C1,B2,C2,^33,C3,a,B,Cf
I^tITFR.EQ,lf WQITEt6, ^+0)t,rr,B1,C1,82,C2,83,C3,a,^,C
40 FCl^hlaTi
	 3x, I2.I5,9F1D.5)
^ ^ TURD
EfVfl
58
